
The Positive Living Skills Planning and Assessment matrix for NSW - 6 Core PLS Units 
Early Stage 1: Highlights
EARLY STAGE 1 (F) Extension
Positive Living Skills 

(PLS) Unit
Project Based Learning  

Driving Question/s
Positive Behaviours 
for Learning Links

PLS Lessons Learning Intentions Success Criteria I Can Statements Assessment Ideas  PDHPE  Links  Learning Area and General Capability 
Links Other Links/Resources

Any Day Highlights To become 
aware that 
highlights are all 
around us 

Define a any day 
highlight.
Name any day 
highlights in nature.
Draw an any day 
highlight.

I can name an any day 
highlight.
I can list highlights in 
nature.
I can draw my any day 
highlight.

Happy 
Highlights 

To become 
aware of what 
highlights are 

Identify a happy 
highlight in the day.

I can identify a happy 
highlight in my day.

Opportunities to 
appreciate 

To develop an 
awareness that 
there is always 
something to 
appreciate

Identify highlights in a 
story
Express gratitude 
when they receive 
kindness

I can identify highlights 
in a story.

Remembering 
Highlights 

To become 
aware that 
remembering 
highlights can 
promote a 
positive outlook

Define a special 
highlight.
Name a special 
highlight
Identify highlights are 
different for different 
people.
Use a special highlight 
to help you feel better.

Where are 
Highlights? 

To become 
aware that 
highlights can 
be found in 
every area of 
life

Identify story 
highlights that are 
highlights for you too.
Identify highlights 
throughout the day.

I can identify highlights 
in a story that I have 
had as well.
I can identify different 
highlights throughout 
my day.

Zing Highlights To become 
aware that 
highlights can 
be found in 
yourself and in 
others

Define a Zing highlight.
Name a Zing highlight.

I can describe a Zing 
highlight.
I can identify a Zing 
highlight.

1. Smiling Minds Savouring 
Topic

2. Be You

3. Children's Picture Books:
- Last stop on Market Street by 
Matt De La Pena
- Sidewalk flowers by Jon Arno 
Lawson
- Breathe by Scott Magoon
- Blackout by John Rocco
- Rosie Revere Engineer by 
Andrea Beaty
- Sad, the Dog by Sandy Fussell 
and Tull Suwannakit
- A Perfectly Messed-Up Story 
by Patrick McDonnell
- The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds
- You Are Awesome - Susann 
Hoffmann

4. Videos:
- Positive Affirmations for KIds 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=I55jCHTQwCA - use these 
as starters to help students 
share their highlights
- Thought Bubbles - 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=70j3xyu7OGw - a video to 
help children identify thoughts 
to support them identifying 
highlights.

Highlights 

Teaching and Learning Assessment

Formative Assessment 
1. Draw a picture of a happy 
highlight 
2. Do a role play of a happy 
highlight scenario or act out 
one of Possa Bill's highlights.
3. Create a journal for weekly 
reflection on highlights 
experienced and how they felt
4. Create a Highlights Wall 
where students can write and 
stick the highlights they notice 
throughout the day/week in 
themselves and others.

Summative Assessment 
1. Create a role play of a 
Special highlight
2. Draw a picture of a highlight 
and write/record the story of 
where and when you 
experienced it and how it made 
you feel.
3. Create a rubric using the I 
can statements as a post unit 
reflection (can also be used pre-
unit)

What are 
highlights?

How can we 
know our 
highlights?

How can we  
bring 
awarenessto the 
simple joys and 
highlights in our 
life and all 
around us?

Be a Learner

Be Safe

Be Respectful

Outcomes
- identifies people and 
demonstrates protective 
strategies that help keep 
themselves healthy, resilient 
and safe PDe-2
- explores contextual factors 
that influence an individual’s 
health, safety, wellbeing and 
participation in physical activity 
PDe-6
- identifies actions that 
promote health, safety, 
wellbeing and physically active 
spaces PDe-7
- uses interpersonal skills to 
effectively interact with others 
PDe-10
- practises self-management 
skills in familiar and unfamiliar 
scenarios PDe-9

Content
- identify personal strengths 
and qualities  (ACPPS001)
- practise interpersonal skills to 
interact positively with others 
(ACPPS004)
- identify and describe 
emotional responses people 
may experience in different 
situations (ACPPS005)
- make connections between 
feelings, thoughts, body 
reactions and body language
- identify safe and positive 
health practices and display 
actions that promote health, 
safety and wellbeing 
(ACPPS006)

General Capabilities

English
Speaking and Listening (ENe-
1A, ENe-6B)
• understand that language can 
be used to explore ways of 
expressing needs, likes and 
dislikes (ACELA1429 )
•listen to and respond orally to 
texts and to the 
communication of others in 
informal and structured 
classroom situations 
(ACELY1646)
•deliver short oral 
presentations to peers 
(ACELY1647)
•use interaction skills including 
listening while others speak, 
using appropriate voice levels, 
articulation and body language, 
gestures and eye contact
(ACELY1784)
Expressing Themselves (ENe-
11D)
• recognise that texts are 
created by authors who tell 
stories and share experiences 
that may be similar or different 
to students' own experiences
(ACELT1575)
Reading and Viewing (ENe-4A)
• use comprehension 
strategies to understand and 
discuss texts listened to, 
viewed or read independently 
(ACELY1650)

Creative Arts: Visual 
Arts/Music/Drama
• VAES1.1 Makes simple 
pictures and other kinds of 
artworks about things and 
experiences (ACAVAM108)
• VAES1.2 Experiments with a 
range of media in selected 
forms (ACAVAM106)
• MUES1.2 Creates own 
rhymes, games, songs and 
simple musical compositions 
(ACAMUM082)
• DRAES1.1 Uses imagination 
and the elements of drama in 
imaginative play and dramatic 
situations (ACADRM027; 
ACADRM028)
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I can describe a special 
highlight.
I can identify a special 
highlight. 
I can recognise 
highlights are different 
for everyone.
I can recall a special 
highlight to help me 
feel better when I am 
down.


